The Bone and Sinew of the Land depicts the Northwest Territory as a place where African
Americans "integrat[ed] America's first free frontier." Historian Anna-Lisa Cox asserts that what she calls the Great West-Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Ohio, and Wisconsin-has a hidden, albeit brief, history as a site of equality and freedom for Black pioneers (xvii). This engaging book provides a brief introduction and an innovative approach to studying antebellum African Americans, their lives, and their activism in these increasingly hostile states. Cox is a non- The Bone and Sinew of the Land both grows out of Cox's earlier work and contributes to the expanding field of studies of northern Black activism.
In preparation for this book, Cox conducted extensive primary and secondary research, and it is well-grounded in current scholarship in the field. Perhaps because she is a trained historian whose work appeals to a popular audience, the book mixes trade and academic elements. The book's body is made up of nine narrative chapters, most of which center around a case study of the activities and background of particular Black pioneers. While the chapters are vividly written and bring the reader into the past, the narratives incorporate authorial imagination; this is jarring when blended with academic endnotes and historiographical claims.
There is no note to the reader explaining the methodology and narrative choices. Cox's writing style is delightfully clear, but some unorthodox grammar and style elements, including quite a few paragraphs that are one sentence in length, further contribute to an informal tone.
Cox opens the book with an excellent map and table of the communities she studies, and categorizes African American rural landowners based on their property holdings. The table (which lists people by location but not name) does much of the heavy lifting of proving Cox's claims about the pervasiveness of Black landholding in the rural Great West. This is the case because while the stories she develops can all be tied back to the map, her discussion ranges more broadly than one would anticipate from the book's initial framing. In the introduction Cox indicates that her chief focus is on landowning farmers in these rural places, and many of the chapters reveal the origin stories of a fraction of the landholders she located in census and archival records. Nevertheless, the chapters frequently offer urban stories, as well as extended discussion of the national and even international contexts for such issues as antislavery movements and racial prejudice's development. More names and details of the individuals pinpointed on the map would have been welcome.
Cox's chief historiographical claims are that scholars have vastly undercounted antebellum Black farming settlements in the Great West and underestimated their importance.
She argues that some farmers only briefly held land, but they still matter since these farming communities prove that African Americans were talented and persistent enough to ascend the economic ladder as and after they moved to the Great West. In its historiographical claims, this book tends toward generalization. For example, Cox critiques other scholars' readings of African Americans' rights in the region, taking issue with what she depicts as their claims that discrimination there was so daunting that it kept African Americans away. Still, the book ultimately supports the historical consensus that Black people who fought to make lives in the Great West before the Civil War did so despite incredible obstacles.
1 Cox argues that African
Americans came to the region in increasing numbers, claimed farms, and worked toward rights even as their rights came under fire. According to Cox, over time African Americans' neighbors met their prosperity with physical and political hostility, but still they worked and succeeded. Tennessee with violent revolutions against slavery like Nat Turner's revolt, with colonization, and with the growth in radical abolition in the East. When their neighbors forced them out, the rural North appealed to many free Blacks more than did expatriation. Setting up independent farms was very expensive, and these families' financial circumstances varied. Some were impressively wealthy, which translated to large landholdings in Ohio, among other places.
Chapter 6 focuses on Cincinnati in 1841, and has as its narrative thread the race riots there in 1829, 1836, and 1841 that targeted the city's prosperous Black communities. Cox's discussion of African American men's actions for self-defense brings in New Orleans as well as how the Great West antislavery movement grew to include petitions for rights and the Black Convention Movement. These activities took place in the context of escalating anti-abolition violence.
Chapter 7 goes to Randolph County, Indiana in 1847, and its main subject is education, 
